The purpose of this paper is to produce a class of nonsemisimple Banach algebras with a unique norm topology. That is, a class of Banach algebras such that each member B of the class has the property that any two Banach algebra norms on B are equivalent (cf. [9, Chapter II]). (Throughout this paper, an algebra will denote any commutative algebra over the complex field C which possesses an identity e.) To do this, we investigate an algebraic extension of a semisimple algebra A which is similar to the Arens-Hoffman extension of a normed algebra (cf. [l] ). We let a(x) be a monic polynomial in A [x] , the algebra of all polynomials in the indeterminate x with coefficients in A, and denote by (a(x)) the principal ideal in A [x] generated by a(
x). If P=^4 [x]/(«(x))
is a Banach algebra with respect to some norm, then A is a normed algebra with respect to the norm on P restricted to A and we ask whether or not A is a closed subalgebra of P. If for any Banach algebra norm on B, A is a closed subalgebra of B, then we show that B has a unique norm topology.
The main result of this paper is that if A is a regular (in the language of [9] We will denote the coset x + (a(x)) in B by j and the coset a-\-(a(x)) by a, for each aEA. Thus any element bEB can be uniquely expressed in the form b = E"=o a»l*> where w is the degree of a(x) and a0, ai, • • • , a»-i are elements in A.
We begin by presenting a brief discussion of the Arens-Hoffman extension. If A is a normed algebra (not necessarily semisimple), and a(x) is a monic polynomial in A [x], Arens and Hoffman have shown in [l] that B=A [x]/(a(x)) possesses a family of norms each of which makes B into a normed algebra with the property that the natural embedding of A into B is an isometry as well as an isomorphism of A onto a closed subalgebra of P. Furthermore, B is a Banach algebra whenever yl is a Banach algebra. If a(x) =x"+ E"=o <*»• xi< then the family of norms is given by
where | -|| is the norm on A and t is any positive number such that E?-o I <*i||**=£*"■ Since there always exists a £ with the above property, we shall assume I = 1. We will refer to B as an Arens-Hoffman extension of A and call the norm n-l n-l E a<v = E IWk, We now return to our assumption that A is a semisimple algebra. Our first result shows that if B is a Banach algebra, then there exists a norm on A with respect to which yl is a Banach algebra. Now define a function / on <i>A by fih) = J^"_i 6(^» X,-(fe)) for each hE^A-Clearly,/GC($^)-We will show that /G A. We view/ as a function on <f>B by writing/(/i, X,(/t)) =/(fe) for any (/», X,(fe))G$sThus/ is a symmetric function in the Xj(fe)'s and can be expressed as a polynomial in the s/s with coefficients in A. Since each SjEA, fEA.
(This result is a special case of [8, Lemma 1.2].) We have already shown that b is constant on the fibers of $B and thus fih) =nl>ih, X,(Zj)) for any j=l, 2, • • • , ra. Therefore bEA. We have thus shown that A is a closed subalgebra of B. Now define ||a||' = ||ffl||o for all aEA. Since A is isomorphic to A, || -||' defines a norm on A with respect to which A is a Banach algebra. Furthermore, ||a||' = infrgB ||o+r|| ^||a|| and therefore the proof is complete.
We note that by [9, Corollary 2.5.18], || -||' is equivalent to any other Banach algebra norm on A.
Theorem
2. If A has the property that for any Banach algebra norm on B, A is a closed subalgebra of B, then B has a unique norm topology.
Proof. Assume || -|| is a Banach algebra norm on P. By Lemma 1, yl is a Banach algebra with norm || -||' and for each aEA, ||a||'^J|aj|.
Since yl is a closed subalgebra of B, by [ and, by the inverse mapping theorem, the two norms are equivalent. Therefore any norm on B is equivalent to the Arens-Hoffman norm and the proof is complete. We now prove two conditions on yl which are sufficient for yl to be a closed subalgebra of B. In the following theorem, we view yl as a function algebra. This involves no loss of generality since yl is assumed to be a semisimple algebra. Thus if B is a Banach algebra, by Lemma 1, yl is also a Banach algebra and therefore yl is a semisimple Banach algebra.
3. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and let A be a regular subalgebra of C(X) which contains the constant functions. If B is a Banach algebra with norm || •||, then A is a closed subalgebra of B.
Proof. By Lemma 1, there exists a norm || -||' on yl with respect to which yl is a Banach algebra and ||a||'g||a|| for each aEA. Since the identity mapping is an isomorphism of yl into P, by [ To show yl is a closed subalgebra of P, let {am} be a Cauchy sequence in yl with respect to || -||. Thus there exists an element bEB such that ||aro -b\\->0 as m->». But {am} is also a Cauchy sequence with respect to || -||' and hence there exists an element cEA such that \\am-c||'->0 as m-y«>. Therefore each biih/) = 0 and this means, since j was arbitrary, that each hi is identically zero on P Since A is semisimple, each b( = 0 and therefore b = b0EA. Thus A is a closed subalgebra of B and the proof is complete.
The techniques used in the above proof to show that each o, is zero on F are used to prove the following theorem. Proof. Let /= {hy:yET} be the isolated points in <£A-For each 7Gr> let ey be the idempotent in A such that eyihy) = 1 and ?T = 0on 3>a -{hy}. Let {am} be a Cauchy sequence in A and assume for b= zZ"-o bit'EB that ||am -6||->0 as raz->°o. For each y, the ideal iey) in A generated by ey is one dimensional and hence is closed in A with respect to the norm in B restricted to A. Since ameyEiey) for all m, beyEiey) EA and thus btey = 0 for i=l, 2, • • ■ , ra -1. But this means that biihy)=0 and, since y was arbitrary, biEKil) for i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ,n-l. Therefore 5< = 0 on PfP(7), the hull of the kernel of I, which by assumption is $A. Finally, since A is semisimple, bt = 0 and hence b = boEA. This completes the proof. We conclude with an example showing that the semisimplicity of A is essential in Theorem 3.
Example. Let Ai be any commutative Banach algebra without identity having the property that there exists a dense subalgebra A0 of yli such that yli=ylo©P, where the radical of yli is R, and R is a principal ideal generated by an element r such that r2 = ra = 0 for any aGylo-(See [2] or [3] for specific examples.) Thus yl0 is a Banach algebra with respect to the quotient norm ||a||g = inf.rec ||a+7r||.
Ad j oin an identity e to yl i and obtain yl = yl i © {Xe}. Let B = A [x ] / (x2) = A(BA% and define a norm on B as follows.
\\aA-yrA-*eAr(bA-nr+ve)r\\i = \\aArpr\\A-\ 7 I + I X I + INI«+ I " I where a, bEAo. It is straightforward to verify that B is a Banach algebra with norm || • || i. If we restrict 11 • ] 11 to yl, we obtain 11 a A-yr +Xe| 11 = ||a|| + |7| +|X|.
Since yl0 is not a closed subalgebra of Ai, there exists a Cauchy sequence {am| in yl0 such that for some aA-ur in yli with U9*0, ||am-a-/ir||->0 as m-><». Thus {am -a} is a Cauchy sequence in yl which converges to ur% with respect to || -||i. Therefore yl is not a closed subalgebra of B with respect to || -||i.
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